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Federal Court – No. VID1351/2019 Staindl -v- Frydenberg
The Federal Court is due to hand down a decision on the Hon Joshua Frydenberg MP S.44
Dual Citizenship Petition filed in the High Court (Court of Disputed Returns) by Kooyong
constituent Mr Michael Staindl.
The matter was referred to the lower court by Her Honour Justice Gordon of the High Court
on 12 December 2019. Justice Gordon relied on s 363A of the Commonwealth Electoral Act
that provides: ‘The Court of Disputed Returns must make its decision on a petition as quickly
as is reasonable in the circumstances.’ Her Honour reasoned that the Federal Court would
be better positioned to make factual findings in the circumstances, and that such findings could
not be divorced from legal questions that related to citizenship laws.
At the Federal Court hearing on 18 February 2020 Frydenberg’s lawyers, Arnold Bloch Leibler
(ABL) conceded that there is no factual proof or a law to support the claim that Frydenberg’s
Mother Erica Frydenberg (nee’ Strausz) was deprived of her citizenship under Hungarian
citizenship law. However, ABL lawyers entreated the 3 Justices to accept the proposition that
Erica Frydenberg’s family likely renounced their citizenship before emigrating from Hungary
in September 1949 to Australia.
According to the ABC report of the hearing (https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-02-18/joshfrydenberg-missing-proof-of-citizenship-court-told/11975966 ) Frydenberg’s lawyer conceded,
‘We can't produce a piece of paper’ to conclusively prove renunciation.
Joshua Frydenberg’s lawyer also claimed that ‘the Strausz family believed it had separated
from Hungary and described themselves as "stateless" on arrival in Australia.’
To advance a stateless claim, Frydenberg’s lawyers have filed an Expert Opinion of historian
Dr Balint that asserts that the Strausz family had obtained a Titre d’Identité et de Voyage
substitute passport in Paris in 1950 upon production of an International Refugee Organisation
(IRO) Certificate declaring the family to be ‘stateless refugees’ and a concern of the IRO.
According to Dr Balint’s Expert Opinion (which I uploaded from the High Court registry) ‘The Titre d'Identite et de Voyage is a travel document that originated after the end of
World War Two to both regularise the sojourn in France of refugees while waiting for
resettlement options, and to facilitate emigration to a country of resettlement.’ (para 34)
Confusingly, Dr Balint has alternatively maintained:
“The Titre d'ldentite et de Voyage was thus one of the legal instruments of refugee
protection that had its origins in the interwar period, but was revised after World War
Two when unprecedented numbers of refugees without national passports were in
urgent need of an internationally recognised travel document, one on which entry and
exit visas could be affixed.” (para37)
Dr Balint makes the observation about the Titre d’Identité et de Voyage that:
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‘The issuing of travel documents to stateless persons after World War Two was
formalised by the Intergovernmental Commission for Refugees (IGCR), an
international body established by the United Nations (UN), that existed between I938
and I947.’ (para 35)
The UN Intergovernmental Conference held in London on 15 October l946 adopted a Travel
Document, called a Titre de Voyage in French, for refugees under an agreement relating to
the issuance of a travel document to refugees who ‘are the concern of the
Intergovernmental Committee on Refugees (IGCR)’. Annexed to the London Agreement
is a “Specimen Travel Document”. The agreement is generally referred to as the ‘London
Agreement’. (See Tab-1 Tender Bundle)
The French title Titre de Voyage which translates as ‘Travel Document’, is not to be confused
with the title Titre d'ldentite et de Voyage (TIV) that includes the words ‘d'ldentite et’ and
translates as ‘Certificate of Identity and Travel Document’.
The IGCR was taken over by the International Refugee Organisation (IRO) in 1947. In 1952,
operations of the IRO ceased, and it was replaced by the current Office of the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR).
Comparing Images 3 further below of the Strausz 1950 TIV with Images 4 of an earlier 1941
TIV, reveals the fact that the TIV had not been revised in response to the 1946 London
Agreement, and it remained a discrete French substitute passport. This also suggests that the
French government may have generated a new Travel Document to comply with the London
Agreement, which would be distinguished from the Titre d'ldentite et de Voyage.
In fact, the French Titre d'ldentite et de Voyage (TIV) was a non-Convention certificate of
identity and travel document created by the French government (possibly between WW1 and
WW2) to substitute as a passport for undocumented persons. It was issued to non-citizen
(alien) residents of France who did not have access to passport facilities from their own
countries, or were unable to obtain a national passport from their state of nationality
(generally refugees).
Article I (1) of the 1946 IGCR London Agreement states:
‘Subject to the further provisions laid down in Articles 2 and 16, a travel document, in
accordance with the provisions of Article 3, shall be issued by the Contracting
Governments to refugees who are the concern of the Intergovernmental Committee,
provided that the said refugees are stateless or do not in fact enjoy the protection
of any Government, and that they are staying lawfully in the territory of the Contracting
Government concern.’
The London Agreement obligated France as a contracting government to issue a Travel
Document to persons who were able to support a stateless claim by way of a ‘stateless
refugee’ certificate issued by the IRO (substituting for the IGCR). Dr Balint erroneously
conjectures at paragraph 40 of her Expert Opinion that the French TIV had somehow
devolved into the London Agreement Travel Document - Titre de Voyage, and that an IRO
certificate was required to obtain the substitute passport. Dr Balint states:
‘ln order to be eligible to hold a Titre d’Identité et de Voyage (“TIV”), a holder had to
prove statelessness and lack of protection from their country of origin, as well as
lawfully residing in the country where the document was obtained. The TIV was in fact
a standard document issued by the French authorities upon presentation of a certificate
from the IRO [UN International Refugee Organisation] asserting the statelessness of
the holder. The Strausz IRO certificate has not been located, despite attempts by
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ABL solicitors to do so, although it can be reasonably assumed that one must have
existed at this point’. (para 40)
In fact, the Strausz family would not have been entitled to the London Agreement ‘Travel
Document’ as they had already been issued with a Hungarian passport, and were in
possession of a Commonwealth of Australia Landing Permit to migrate to Australia sponsored
by Isaac Redelman of Sydney. As such, their particular circumstance did not comply with the
conditions of being stateless or not enjoying the protection of any government. This is why
ABL Lawyers could not locate the purported IRO certificate. It does not exist.
While refugees and stateless persons are similarly situated, ‘statelessness and refugee status
are by no means identical phenomena’. Until the United Nation adopted the 1954 ‘Convention
relating to the Status of Stateless Persons’, the only way a person was recognised as
‘stateless’ was if their country of nationality no longer existed or as a consequence of changes
to national borders (usually as a result of wars), or if they were deprived of citizenship under
a national citizenship law. There is no evidence that the Strausz family could have met the
conditions at the time of ‘statelessness’.
As a matter of interest, the 1954 Stateless Convention defined a ‘Stateless person’ as
“Someone who is not recognized as a national by any state under the operation of its law.”
There is also no palpable evidence that the Strausz family were refugees. They were simply
migrants, residing in Paris at the time they were issued with the TIV whilst in transit to Australia.
As the Strausz family had apparently misplaced or decided not to rely on their Hungarian
passport, but were the holder of a Hungarian passport, they would not have been eligible for
a London Agreement Titre de Voyage BUT would have been eligible for a Titre d’Identité et
de Voyage.
Dr Balint has muddled the Strausz family’s biographical narrative by maintaining with regards
to an IRO stateless refugee certificate “it can be reasonably assumed that one must have
existed.” This is an important issue as the TIV is the only personal documentary evidence
produced, apart from some self-declarations upon arriving in Australia, to give breath to
Joshua Frydenberg’s narrative that the Strausz family had become stateless refugees upon
exiting Hungary, and that accordingly he is not a dual citizen by descent.
The inference of Dr Balint that the Strausz family were deemed to be ‘stateless refugees’ by
the IRO because they were able to obtain a Titre d’Identité et de Voyage is in fact not
maintainable, even just based on the contents of the Strausz’s TIV alone.
The Titre d’Identité et de Voyage (TIV) obtained by the Strausz family on 24 March 1950 does
not provide any details of the family being stateless or being a concern of the IRO. The TIV
was not issued with an IRO stamp or noted on any of its pages.
By comparing the Specimen Travel Document below with images of other substitute
passports, it is self-evident that the Strausz’s Titre d’Identité et de Voyage (TIV), although
sharing a similar name to the Titre de Voyage, remained a discrete ‘substitute passport’ of the
French government and its issuance was not subject to or conditional upon the London
Agreement.
The IGCR London Agreement, for example, provides that the Travel Document should state:
l.

Page 1 - The holder of this document is the concern of the Intergovernmental Committee
on Refugees. [IRO since 1947]

2.

Page 1 - This document is issued solely with a view to providing the holder with a travel
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document which can serve in lieu of a national passport. It is without prejudice to and in
no way affects the holder's nationality.
3.

Page 4 - Document or documents on the basis of which the present document is issued.

Page 1 of the 1946 London Agreement ‘Specimen Travel Document’ annexed to the
Agreement (See Tab-1 Tender Bundle for complete agreement)

Such text is not included in the Strausz’s Titre d’Identité et de Voyage as revealed in the
images below. The following images also clarify the differences between the two types of travel
documents.
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Images 1(a) – (d) below - The Titre de Voyage (London Agreement) was issued in Germany
on 23 November 1950. The complete Titre de Voyage is annexed to Dr Balint’s Affidavit.
1(a) – Page 1 (right hand page) identifies the document as a “Temporary Titre de Voyage in
lieu of passport for stateless persons and persons of undetermined nationality”

Image (b)
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Image 1(c) – Page 27 is STAMPED ‘The Bearer of this document comes within the
Mandate of the International Refugee Organisation and is dated 2 June 1950. The IRO
took over the role and functions of the IGCR in 1947. Hence, the reference to the IRO is
consistent with the London Agreement that required ‘Document or documents on the basis of
which the present document is issued.’

Image 1(d) – page 28 – Consistent with the IGCR Specimen Travel Document, the Titre de
Voyage states: ‘This document may be issued to Refugees and Displaced Persons as
defined in the constitution of the International Refugee Organisation and to persons
other than Germans, who by virtue of the fact that they do not enjoy the protection of
their Government, are not in a position to apply for a national passport.’
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Images 2 below - Titre de Voyage – issued on 23/06/1950.

Page 2 under the heading ‘Travel Document Titre de Voyage’ reads ‘Agreement of 15 October
1946’ representing the date of the London Agreement. Paragraph 2 reads, ‘The holder of this
document is the concern of the International Refugee Organisation.’ The text on this
page has been adopted from the IGCR Specimen Travel Document in compliance with the
IGCR Agreement.
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Images 3 below – SAMUEL STRAUSZ Titre d’Identité et de Voyage - 24/03/1950 – filed
in the High Court. (See Tab-6 Tender Bundle for the complete TIV)
There is no text in Samuel Strausz’s TIV that references, or complies with the London
Agreement ‘Specimen Travel Document’, or references the IRO (that replaced the IGCR)
throughout the document. There is no reference to the family being ‘Stateless’ for which the
French word is ‘Apatride’. There is no IRO stamp documenting the issuance of an IRO
certificate evidencing that the family was the concern of the International Refugee
Organisation.

Pages 1-2
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Pages 3-4

Pages 5-6

Pages 7-8
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Images 4 (a) - (b) below – The Titre d’Identité et de Voyage was issued in 1941 to Kurt
Moses in France prior to his voyage to the United States. This proves that the Titre d’Identité
et de Voyage (TIV) was not a travel document that originated after the end of WW2 as product
of the London Agreement. It is not the legal equivalent of a Titre de Voyage (TV). The form
and content of the 1950 Strausz TIV is identical to the 1941 Moses TIV which was issued well
before the London Agreement obligation for the contracting states to issue a Travel Document
for stateless persons.

SS Surriento Passenger List
The fact that the family was not recorded as being ‘under the care of IRO” on the Passenger
List of the SS Surriento (TAB-7 of the Tender Bundle) that took the Strausz family to
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Australia, unlike a number of other passengers on the ship who are listed as being ‘under the
care of the IRO’, is further evidence that there is no likelihood that the family was issued with
an IRO Certificate declaring the family stateless refugees.
American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (AJDC)
Unlike other countries within the Soviet orbit at the time, Hungary had not completely halted
the operations of the Jewish welfare organization, the American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee (AJDC). The AJDC (now known as JDC) is an independent NGO with its main
purpose being to offer aid to the Jewish populations in central and eastern Europe as well as
the Middle East through a network of social and community assistance programs.
The Strausz family were issued with a Commonwealth Landing Permit in 1949 to migrate to
Australia whilst still in Hungary, having been sponsored by Isaac Redelman of Sydney. The
lawyers for the parties have agreed that the family was issued with a Hungarian emigrant class
passport prior to emigrating from Hungary. (It is not known why the Strausz family did not rely
on their Hungarian passport for migrating to Australia after exiting Hungary, although one can
speculate.)
Upon leaving Hungary in September 1949, the Strausz family were registered as Hungarian
nationals with the AJDC - Emigration Service in Vienna where the family stayed for 10 days
before travelling to Paris. (See Tab-3 of the Tender Bundle.) It is highly likely that the AJDC
provided assistance with the Strausz family’s emigration whilst they were still residing in
Hungary, and without harassment from the Hungarian government that had issued the
emigration passport.
It is also likely the AJDC Paris Office assisted the Strausz family to obtain the Titre d’Identité
et de Voyage from the French authorities by attending as a companion of the family at the Le
Préfet de Police office on 24 March 1950. It is also likely that the AJDC, in accordance with
the organisation’s purposes, assisted the family with other administrative requirements for
completing their migration to Australia and provided financial support for travel costs,
In contrast, there is no evidence whatsoever that the International Refugee Organisation (IRO)
had any involvement in the Strausz family’s passage to Australia.
Reviewing evidence of Dr Balint
Dr Balint was not called as a witness by ABL Lawyers at the hearing on 18 February 2020.
The Petitioner Michael Staindl’s lawyers did not file an opinion in response to Dr Balint’s Expert
Opinion and chose not to require her attendance for cross-examination. As such, it can be
assumed that the lawyers acting for the Petitioner opted to not dispute the controversial TIV
claims, and may in fact have embraced the fiction. Regrettably, the 3 presiding Justices, Chief
Justice Allsop, Justice Kenny and Justice Robertson would not have had an opportunity
to inquire into Dr Balint’s opinion, and may now be accepting it on face value.
In fact, it would have been sensible for the parties prior to the hearing to have obtained an
opinion from a person at the French Embassy (Canberra) who has a reliable and informed
knowledge of the generic Titre d’Identité et de Voyage issued prior to the adoption of the 1954
‘Convention relating to the Status of Stateless Persons’.
Bleyer Lawyers for the Petitioner, Arnold Bloch Leibler Lawyers for the Respondent, and
the Commonwealth Attorney General The Hon Christian Porter (who is a party to the case)
ought to now alert the Federal Court Justices of the evidential discrepancies surrounding the
TIV before the Justices hand down their decision with their reasons for the decision.
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